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TRAINING WITH CARPAL TUNNEL

  Several million Americans are affected by this 
disorder. Lindy Loya MA, an Occupational Therapist 
and a Certified Hand Specialist assured me Carpal 
Tunnel can usually be cured. That's good to hear.
  First let's examine the carpal tunnel. 
 The hand is supplied by three nerves which originate 
in the spinal cord and extend down through the arm 
and into the hand. They are called the median, radial 
and ulnar nerves. The median nerve wires or 
innervates the muscles that bend and open the thumb 
away from the hand and bend the first three fingers; 
the thumb, the index and the middle finger.

The Carpal Tunnel

 The carpal tunnel is formed by the 8 carpal bones 
that include the hamate, trapezium, navicular, 
pisiform, trapezoid, capitate, scaphoid, lunate and a 
ligament which spans the front of the wrist called the 
transverse carpal ligament. Imagine the heel of your 
hand when it is supinated. 
  Nine tendons and the median nerve pass through this 
tunnel. So as you can imagine, it could get a little 
crowded in there.
 During wrist and finger movement these tendons and 
the median nerve must slide across each other.

Signs of Carpal Tunnel

  In carpal tunnel syndrome, the median nerve gets 
compressed inside this tunnel. The first signs are loss 
of sensation in the areas the median nerve innervates, 
after a specific activity or at night. A therapist will 
use a Phalen's test or Tinel's sign to help diagnose 
CTS.
  There are three levels of injury to the nerve:
- Neurapraxia is when the nerve is squashed a little. 

Not unlike having a rubber band tied around your 
wrist.
- Axonotmesis is a volarian (referring to the palm of 
the hand) degeneration or necrosis of the axon.
- Neurotmesis is when the nerve has actually 
degenerated and must be surgically repaired 
  Depending on the level of injury to the nerve, will 
determine on the type of treatment.
  CTS occurs in women more than men. It seems 
women generally have smaller wrists but not smaller 
tendons. This makes them more susceptible to this 
condition. There is also an increased prevalence 
during pregnancy when more fluids are retained, 
increasing pressure in the blood vessels that travel 
through the carpal tunnel impinging the median nerve 
even more.

Causes of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

  The most common cause of CTS is a cumulative 
trauma disorder caused by overuse or repetitive 
activities. However two other  potential causes of 
CTS have been identified: 
 - changes in anatomical structures or 
 - underlying systemic or physiological disorders such 
as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis or metabolic 
disorders.
    The increase incidence of CTS in younger people 
involved in computer work or repetitive manual labor 
may  be because of the increased awareness of this 
condition. CTS normally occurring bilaterally, (both 
sides) could indicate some kind of systemic or 
physiological disorder.
  If you suspect someone has CTS, do not diagnose 
and refer them to a  doctor or a hand specialist.
  Lindy Loya can be reached at 818-446-7027 ext.
120.
  
Positions to avoid    

  Lindy told me that extreme wrist flexion can cause 
twice the amount of pressure against the median 
nerve while extreme extension can cause up to three 



times the amount of pressure! 
  Generally, avoid extreme flexion and extension.  Do 
not apply  force directly to the tunnel. Pushups or 
benching with a false grip would be out of the 
question. Unless of course, the pushups were 
performed on  your fists.
  Gripping  or pinching forcefully with a fist or the 
first three fingers can sometimes aggravate the nerve 
and cause pain. 
  If a doctor has diagnosed you or your client with 
CTS make sure to obtain a second opinion from  a 
Certified Hand Specialist such as Lindy.  As she 
warned me, 
"tendinitis can often be misdiagnosed as CTS and the 
nerve may be impinged in many  different areas as it 
travels down the arm."

How to exercise.  

  Having CTS doesn't mean you can't train. You just 
have to understand the condition and be a little 
creative.
   It's kind of difficult to train you upper body without 
gripping forcefully, so why not  by - pass the whole 
joint? 
   Once the condition stabilizes and/or you or 
they 've been given the permission to exercise, here 
are some suggestions:
  Buy  some padded ankle cuffs that close with a ring 
instead of a belt buckle. Then go to Home Depot and 
buy  two 24 inch pieces of seat belt material or safety 
cord. Attach  these two pieces together in the middle 
with another large ring and place another ring on each 
of the two remaining loose ends. You'll have what 
looks like a big V, with a large ring in the middle and 
two smaller rings at each end.
   In order to perform a seated lat pulldown without 
using your wrists, attach the two ankle cuffs to your 
biceps or just above the elbow, then attach the large 
middle ring from your V- strap to the hook on the 
pulldown cable (where the bar used to be) and the 
other ends of the straps to the left arm and the right 
arm. Now you can perform the pulldown without any 
strain on your wrists! Don't go up too far though, or 
the straps will start to roll up your arm. 
  To perform straight arm pulldowns, just stand up 
and keep everything where it is. Pull your arms from 
about shoulder height in front of you, down pass your 
sides. Again, don't let your arms go too high or the 
cuffs will roll off your arms.
  To perform flat, incline dumbbell press or flyes, 
move an adjustable bench in between the cable 
columns. Keep the ankle cuffs at the elbow or a little 
above the elbow. Grab the cables from above or 

below  and attach them to the corresponding ankle 
cuffs.   Remember, the good thing, is the pectoralis 
major or the latissimus dorsi attach don't attach to the 
wrist.
   For lateral raises you might be able to move the 
cuffs a little towards the forearm instead of the 
biceps. Just attach the bottom cable from the cable 
column and line up the specific fibers of the shoulder 
you want to work on. For front raises, stand with your 
back to the cable column and raise your arm in front 
of you. For middle delts, stand with the cable stack to 
the side, bend at the waist, stabilize the spine and 
abduct the humerus letting the cable pass in front of 
you. For rear delts, stand with the cable stack at your 
side an attach the upper cable to the cuff around your 
elbow or a little above and horizontally abduct the 
cable as it passes right in front of you. 
  For biceps, attach the V- straps to the low cable and 
perform preacher curls facing the cable stack. The 
ankle cuff will have to go around your forearm and 
you won't be able to extend your arm all the way. The 
ROM will be shortened but at least the force of the 
weight won't be crossing your wrist.      
  If you can find some Power Block dumbbells to curl 
with, you'll be able to spread the force of the 
dumbbell over the forearm instead of just across the 
wrist.
  For triceps, lie down on a bench parallel to the cable 
column, attach the V- strap to the bottom cable and 
the ends to the ankle cuffs on your forearm and 
perform elbow extension.
  By now, I think you'll get the idea. I'm sure you'll be 
able to come up with some other ideas. Since Carpal 
Tunnel Syndrome is at the wrist, the goal is to
not involve the wrist. 
  Don't forget to include some stretches in your 
program. Here are some of the stretches Lindy 
suggested:
  - Hold both hands in front of you and place the wrist 
in neutral as if you were a director looking through a 
TV screen. Then bend your 4 fingers from the first 
knuckle towards the center. Remember to keep your 
fingers straight the whole time.
  - With the hands in the same position, just curl the 
fingers.
  - After curling the fingers; make a fist.
  - With the hands in the TV position try and stretch 
your thumb over your palm and touch the base of 
your little finger.
  - Supinate and gently  bend your thumb backward. 
In typing or computer work, the thenar muscle ( that 
big chunk of flesh below your thumb) becomes 
shortened. This stretch will help with that.



 Remember if there is pain, stop the exercise. If the 
pain, continues refer them to a doctor or a Hand 
Specialist.
  I hope these exercises will be helpful to you or your 

clients with CTS.

BUDDY REFERRAL P PROGRAM
  

  A lot of trainers are taking advantage of the buddy 
referral program. The leader seems to be a TJ 
Anderson from Covina. Her first month she had 6 
referrals! 

  Don't forget to walk your referral over to the 
salesperson and print your name and ID number at the 
bottom of the contract. You might want to write 
(trainer) next to your name.  
   Make sure and record the contract number on your 
referral tracking sheet and get the salesperson or GM 
to sign your tracking sheet. Then fax in your referral 
tracking sheet to accounts payable 800-600-2530  by 
the 15th of each month. This will insure you get the 
credit on your next month's rent.  
 For any trainer who brings in 30 referrals or 
more in a 3 month period beginning May 15 - 
Aug. 15 will receive Their September rent free in 
addition to their commision!

TRAINER PHOTOS

 If you want to display a 8 x 10 inch headshot at the 
clubs you must go to staples and buy an 11 x 14 inch 
black frame for $3.99. If it costs more than $3.99 then 
it's the wrong frame. After you buy the frame, 
purchase some black poster board and a blank 3 x 5 
index card. Do not buy the index cards with lines on 
them. Remove the grey cardboard that came with the 
frame, mount your 8 x 10 photo on the black poster 
board along with your printed   3 x 5 index card  (use 
a typewriter or computer; not by hand)  under your 
picture and insert the picture into the frame. Check 
the other pictures that are already mounted in the 
clubs and copy them exactly. Please do not put your 
business cards inside the frame.
   I suggest you include your bio on the index card 
and don't forget a contact number. Do not use the 
phone number from the club. When you have that 
done, call me, and I'll get the frame up for you.

TRAINER OF THE MONTH
Dominic Scherrillo - Warner Center
  Only a couple of years ago Dominic was working at 
a fast food restaurant. He had never really been 
involved in sports but had a worked out a little with 
the football team. Motivated by muscle magazines, 
Domonic decided to enroll in "physical applications 
of weight training and aerobics" at Pierce College. He 
then went on to get certified as a Personal Trainer. 

  As fate would have it a woman named "Henny" 
hired Dominic to help her shape and sculpt her body. 
She responded so well that Domonic decided to 
encourage her to compete in a bodybuilding contest. 
The next thing you know, Henny  was encouraging 
Domonic to enter the contest with her. With 7 1/2 
weeks to go Dominic, who is  28 year old at 6ft 1/2 in 
and 226 lbs decided to enter the Samson and Delila 
All Natural Bodybuilding contest. With motivation 
and posing classes provided by  Les Gaines and the 
finishing touches provided by fellow trainers Carol 
and Charles Webb, Dominic "shredded" down to 198 
lbs and competed along with his client Henny on 
April 18th.  Not only did Henny win the women's 
overall, but Dominic took first place in the men's tall 
division and came sooo close to taking the overall as 
well!
  Not bad for  their first contest!
  Dominic's goal is to keep training and mature 
muscularly.  He want' to see how far he can take 
bodybuilding naturally.
  His training philosophy put simply is: "Train hard, 
train effective, keep good nutrition, don't overtrain, 
keep mentally stable, stay  in tune with your body and 
most of all, know your creator."
  Domonic isn't doing so bad at "creating" himself.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
  On April 26th, Ramfis Lam from Cerritos won the 
Long Beach Muscle Classic  and for the third straight 
year was voted Best Poser!
  John Platero after being plagued with mechanical 
problems in the state championships, followed by a 
broken spoke in the last lap of last weeks circuit race, 
finally placed second in the "miss and out" on 
Mother's day.
Congratulations to Jeff Rodriguez and his wife who 
had a baby girl! 

IMPROVEMENTS
Do not use the LA FITNESS name or logo on any 
of your flyers without the prior written approval from 
LA  FITNESS.  Also, the statement " Independent 
Contractor not affiliated with LA FITNESS" 
should be on all of your flyers, cards, price sheets or 
advertisements. If you need stickers, let me know

CLUB POLICIES

 If you want to change your EFT, you must do so a 



month in advance. 
Go to the front desk and get an EFT form,  fill it out 
and fax it to me at 310- 287-0801 or Chad Abramo at 
714-509-2507 if you want to make any changes.
- Please show your card to the front desk at least once 
a day.

- In the event of an accident where someone is 
injured, please go to the front desk and ask for an 
"incident report". Fill it out, make a copy for yourself, 
fax a copy to me at 888-287-0801 and give the other 
to the front desk. This way, you're covered.

- If you have not received a "trainers card", this 
newsletter or you have moved, call 800-600-2540, ext 
561 and ask for Jim Irwin. Give him your correct 
address, so you can be sent a card.

- This is a reminder; you will be charged a 10% 
late fee plus a $10 bank charge if your rent comes 

back to us. We will also deny you entry to the club 
until you pay the balance. If your rent is $300 it 
will cost you $340 to get back in to the club. 
THERE WILL BE NO MORE EXCEPTIONS.

UPCOMING EVENTS

FUTURE FIT
PERSONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Sat. and Sun. 8:30 am - 6:00 pm,
May 16 - 17 Miracle Mile
213 -934- 6150 (for directions)
$159  
1-800-778-6060 to register
  
FUTURE FIT 
PERSONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Sat. and Sun. 8:30 am - 6:00 pm,
June 13 -14, Diamond Bar   
$159
1-800-778-6060 to register


